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I strongly apologies for being so in late with this manuscript revision. The investigated topic “Resident community vs volcano” is relevant in an more complete or holistic approach of volcanic studies, therefore this manuscript is very suitable to be published. Anyway, even if manuscript has improved thanks to suggestions of the Referee 1, and some authors’ considerations added to paper. Some problems with the written English still remains, mainly in the first paragraphs, so a second revision is suggested. I have only done some changes mainly in sentences where more volcanological terms are used. I warmly suggest to author to go through Paton et al 2013 (Douglas

Paton D., N Okada N. and Sagala, 2013 Understanding Preparedness for Natural Hazards: A cross cultural comparison Journal of Integrated Disaster Risk Management (2013)3(1) ISSN: 2185-8322 DOI10.5595/idrim.2013.0051, where authors can find “food for thought” in the outcomes that can corroborate this manuscript's results and conclusions. I suggest to insert, at least, Paton 2013 reference at the end of paragraph 5. Discussion, line 20, and in paragraph 5.1 Socio-cultural benefits of volcanic risk, 26, 1) Resilience and capacity to recover line 28.

Please also note the supplement to this comment:

Interactive comment on Nat. Hazards Earth Syst. Sci. Discuss., 2, 5465, 2014.